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audi diagnostic trouble codes dtc table general vag links May 28 2024
audi diagnostic trouble codes dtcs and data can be retrieved with vw audi factory scan tools such as the vag 1551 vag 1552 or the new
diagnostic computer vas 5051 through a data link connector dlc for location of the data link connector see maintenance section

vag option codes Apr 27 2024
get description of option codes for vag vehicles download full list of codes with description volkswagen audi Škoda seat

vag codes Mar 26 2024
vag codes info provides you the full list of vag vehicles option codes vag cars are volkswagen audi Škoda seat and others and the vas 5051
scanner error codes in deutch and русский languages the vcds scanner former vagcom povides the same error codes

how to scan and modify your audi or volkswagen using vag com Feb 25 2024
there are thousands of different codes and by using the vcds system it will direct you to exactly where the problem is lying in short if you
have a volkswagen or an audi there you no longer the need to guess what is wrong with the car or doing modifications by trial and error

vag login codes audiworld forums Jan 24 2024
has anyone got a list of login codes for vag com for 2000 allroad thanks

vag codes audi forum Dec 23 2023
vag codes 190 posts audiforum us is an independent audi enthusiast website owned and operated by verticalscope inc content on audiforum
us is generated by its

vag option codes Nov 22 2023
vag option codes vag codes info 14288 codes updated 13 01 2018 05z ssp without special specifications 0a1 tue 2 doors 0a2 tue 4 doors



planetvag com vw audi pr code search Oct 21 2023
the planet vag search engine is geared towards the vag vw audi enthusiast and owner the pr code search feature allows a user to enter vag
specific pr option codes to search our database for the associated option descriptions

volkwagen and audi dtc error codes p code meaning Sep 20 2023
understand what each volkswagen diagnostic trouble code represents this page contains over 750 volkswagen and audi dtc and p codes to
quickly find the code you re looking for simply press ctrl f windows or command f mac and type in the code you need

what is vcds and why every vw and audi owner needs it muo Aug 19 2023
with over 900 diagnostic trouble codes dtcs to be found properly diagnosing your vw group car has never been easier ross tech has a
dedicated wiki page that provides diagnostic codes potential causes and possible solutions to your problem

vag com list just for the q5 sq5 audiworld forums Jul 18 2023
when looking for vag com codes there s quite a few lists out there some are different than others and some of those differences are due to
model of vehicle some of them aren t even available on the q series just wondering if anyone has seen or has complied a list just for the q5
sq5 vehicles there was a great website that listed them

a4 vag com vcds codes audiworld forums Jun 17 2023
sorry for mentioning here as well but i recently updated my vag com codes list for a4 b8 a5 with bunch of new codes that you might find
useful interesting vag com codes for audi a5 a4 b8 q5 many for a6 a8 q7 as well

list of all option codes audi tt forum May 16 2023
i was playing around with the audi configurator since they ve finally got round to updating the uk system with the new responsive web
templates behind the scenes its possible to see every possible configuration factory code and there s some interesting ones in there



c7 a6 a7 s6 s vag com list and help audizine Apr 15 2023
c7 a6 s6 vag com mods okay guys there has been a lot of requests lately for a vag com diy the purpose of this diy is to walk you through the
steps to do several vag modifications so far we have the following disable amber corner lights disable nav phone warning messages while
entering data at speed disable seatbelt chime enable

volkswagen error codes list workshop vag hub com Mar 14 2023
the most complete and detailed decoding of error codes faults for vag cars when malfunctions occur diagnostic error codes dtcs are stored in
electronic control units ecus of various vehicle systems and after reading they allow you to find the cause of certain problems

etka engine code vag codes Feb 13 2023
etka engine code page 001 ec kw hp ltr cyl 03 08 201517 05 mounting time model remark 1b 147 200 2 20 502 88 11 90 audi 200 1t 88 120
2 50 501 90 12 90 audi 100 t

vag codes audi forums Jan 12 2023
hi again so i found out my neighbor has a vag com for his s4 i have an a4 and am trying to find codes for recoding the windows to go down
with my remote key etc and for any other cool upgrade i can do anyone have the right numbers i m looking for

vag pr numbers explained Dec 11 2022
with many different braking options for vw audi seat and skoda models the use of an identification code pr code was introduced by vw in
1999 to assist in the correct identification of braking parts these numbers always have three characters they read for example 1lb or 1kd

vw audi coding numbers Nov 10 2022
for vehicles equipped with immobilizer the key code is maintained when power is interrupted for any reason therefore recoding the key
instrument cluster is not required



other diagnostic tools hand held vag diagnostics code Oct 09 2022
hand held vag diagnostics code scanner with lcd display a13 in the other diagnostic tools category was sold for r999 00 on 9 jan at 21 40 by
little tokyo in johannesburg id 52990861
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